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Prenatal screening by cell-free (cf) DNA in maternal plasma has opened a new landscape for fetal medicine. Large clinical series have demonstrated that cfDNA analysis of maternal blood can achieve trisomy 21 detection rate of 99% for false-positive rate below 0.1%, which is a great improvement upon the current screening strategies. However, there is a need to define the optimal way of combining cfDNA testing with other first trimester exams. Likewise, several commercial cfDNA tests have rapidly become available, but their main features are not always readily comprehensible for clinicians. In this special issue, we combine a practical overview from a clinical perspective with meta-analysis and theoretical models that help explain the impact of introducing cfDNA testing, along with a number of important recent research contributions. This issue offers clinicians involved in fetal medicine up-to-date and useful information about the current state of cfDNA testing and how to use it in their daily practice.
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Sexual Differentiation of Vertebrate Reproductive Organs

Editors
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This special topic issue on Sexual Differentiation of Vertebrate Reproductive Organs continues and complements the story that was first taken up in a previously published issue dealing with the Control of Gonadal Development. This new publication focuses on the transition from sex determination to sexual differentiation. Due to the fact that most work has been conducted on mice, it is not surprising that many generalisations have developed, even though only some of these apply to all mammals. This special topic issue aims to shed some light on these generalisations. It covers the different mechanisms of sex determination in mice, reptiles and birds. Further insights are provided on the somatic lineages, gonadal differentiation and disorders of sexual development in mammals, fishes and humans. The last few chapters focus on the development and molecular control of the duct system and the development of external genitalia in mammals and also discuss how these evolved in reptiles.

This publication is recommended for anyone who would like to know more about what directs male and female sexual dimorphisms at molecular, cellular, developmental, physiological and endocrinological levels.
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An in-depth compendium of current knowledge of chromosome dynamics and arrangement in bacteria and archaea

Bacterial Chromosomal Segregation

Editor
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All cellular life depends on the accurate duplication and partitioning of the genome. It has become clear in recent years that the chromosomes of many bacterial species show a well-defined arrangement, and their layout, integrity and segregation is supported by a variety of conserved proteins. The architecture of the chromosome also has a large impact on global transcription, and proteins involved in the topology of the DNA play major roles in chromosome segregation and compaction. In this special issue, the molecular biological principles of these fundamental processes are described in several model and non-model bacteria.

Providing an in-depth compendium of our current knowledge of chromosome dynamics and arrangement in bacteria and archaea, this publication is a must-read for any researcher studying or teaching bacterial genetics or physiology.
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Cutting-edge advances in the embryology, epidemiology, genetics, diagnosis, imaging, and therapy of congenital heart disease

Congenital Heart Disease

Molecular Genetics, Principles of Diagnosis and Treatment

Editors
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John W. Belmont

This cutting-edge book encompasses the latest advances in the embryology, epidemiology, genetics, diagnosis, imaging, and therapy of congenital heart disease. The international cast of authors are leaders in their fields and have combined their talents to produce a unique and expert perspective on congenital heart disease. The work is of interest to pediatricians, internal medicine specialists, medical geneticists, both pediatric and adult cardiologists, embryologists, imaging physicians, and cardiac surgeons. This book arrives at a very exciting time as new genetic, imaging, and therapeutic developments are changing the field of congenital heart disease. It takes the reader on a journey that begins with a historical overview of congenital cardiovascular anomalies and ends with developments in stem cell and tissue engineering. In between these chapters are destinations that include cardiac embryogenetics, epidemiology, genetic syndromes associated with cardiovascular anomalies, single-gene disorders, cardiac imaging, surgical and interventional therapies, and ethical considerations. Congenital Heart Disease is an invaluable reference. In short, it provides important pearls of wisdom to create a comprehensive reference for all physicians involved with congenital heart disease.
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